
December 18, 2019 

To: Flight Standard District Office 

Re: A&P License Recommendation for Gregory Young 

Dear FAA Inspector: 

I have known Greg Young for almost 15 years and find him to be of good character. During that time, he 

has worked under my supervision on small aircraft of various makes and models, including but not 

limited to Navion, Taylorcraft BC12-D and L-2, Grumman AA-5 and Rearwin Cloudster. Engines include 

Continental IO-SS0B, IO-470H, A-65, 0-200, Lycoming AEIO-320, 0-360, GO-480, etc. He has performed 

airframe maintenance including inspection, removal, repair and replacement of control surfaces, 

windows and windshields, installation of rivets and fasteners, rigging of controls, repair of landing gear, 

shock struts, brakes, wheels, tires, hydraulic, and steering systems, removal and installation of aircraft 

instruments, inspection and repair of fuel systems, and inspection and service of taxi, landing and strobe 

lights, repair and replacement of fabric covering, Inspection, repair and replacement of electrical 

charging system. 

He has performed powerplant maintenance including inspection, removal, repair and replacement of 

aircraft engines, cylinders, pistons and related parts. Inspection, troubleshooting and service of ignition 

systems. Inspection removal and replacement of carburetors, fuel metering, intake and exhaust 

manifolds, engine exhaust system components and heating systems. Inspection, removal, service and 

replacement of propellers and governors. Inspection, removal, service and replacement of alternators, 

couplers and control system. Inspection, removal, service and replacement of starters and drive 

adapters. Also under my supervision, he has performed an engine conversion on a Navion from a 

Lycoming GO-480 to a Continental IO-550B as well as performing a major overhaul of a Continental IO-

550B engine. 

He holds a BS degree in Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering and has work experience with 

transport category aircraft. He worked for Boeing as an Aerodynamics Engineer and for Continental 

Airlines in various positions including Reliability Engineer, Manager Maintenance Planning and Director 

Aircraft Records. He is a N3800 hour pilot with experience operating high performance, complex, vintage 

and warbird aircraft. He is active with the Commemorative Air Force, flying and helping maintain their 

aircraft. He is completing construction of his second Experimental Van's RV-6. 

Since Mr. Young meets the eligibility requirements of FAR 65.71 and experience requirements of FAR 

65.77, I recommend him for his A&P license. 

Sincerely, 










